
Replaceable switches Outemu Box. RGB LED.     Full-size keyboard. 

MODECOM
VOLCANO
HAMMER 2



180 cm long USB cable. 

CABLE

The use of high-quality materials during production 

ensures its durability. 

QUALITY

High ergonomics allows you to use it for many hours 

- not only while playing your favorite games for many 

hours, but also while working or studying. 

ERGONOMY

Replaceable Outemu Box Blue / Brown switches 

with a lifetime of 50 million clicks. Dual - injection 

keycaps. 

OUTEMU BOX

Full-size keyboard.

FULL-SIZE

The metal top of the keyboard stabilizes the 

structure.

METAL TOP HOUSING 

Full LED RGB backlight (16,7 million colors).

LED RGB

Dedicated software.

SOFTWARE

Full Anti-Ghosting.

ANTI-GHOSTING







DUAL INJECTION

BACKLIGHT
The backlight color can be freely configured, both from the 

keyboard and software. 

The caps are made in the dual-injection technology. Wear-resistant 

and easy to replace or clean. 

REPLACEABLE 

SWITCHES
Outemu Box switches (brown or blue) with a lifetime of 50 million 

clicks. Each switch can be replaced separately. 



OUTEMU BOX SWITCHES – EASY TO 
REPLACE ANY SWITCH



MODECOM Volcano Hammer 2 is a full-size keyboard that is a great

choice for casual gamers and people who want to have a keyboard

with a numeric block, RGB backlight and replaceable Outemu switches

at home.

Its biggest advantage are replaceable Outemu Box switches, so you

can freely configure the keyboard for yourself and your needs.

Although it is available by default in two versions - Blue (with a

pleasant and distinct click) and Brown (a switch that is quieter than

Blue), you can freely replace any switch. Nothing prevents you from

replacing the WSAD keys with switches other than the default*.

MODECOM Volcano Hammer 2 has been designed not only for

gamers, although they will find here a lot of useful functions, such as

full anti-ghosting, Windows key lock or dedicated software. In addition,

the effective RGB LED backlight emphasizes its gaming character.

Nevertheless, the keyboard also works great as a writing or learning

tool.

MECHANICAL KEYBOARD

HAMMER 2

* Additional switches need to be purchased separately,, they are not included in addition to the keyboard 



DESIGN

The full-size keyboard with a numeric section is a design aimed not only at gamers.

Keyboard is a perfect tool for work and study. Any tasks performed in the MS Office

environment are much easier to do, especially when it comes to working with

numbers.

However, gamers will also appreciate the numeric section. Some of us are used to

working with a full-sized keyboard, and in addition, the ability to use keys in numeric

section in some games is an unquestionable advantage during multimedia

entertainment.





Enter the world of gaming and forget about the reality that surrounds you. Use the latest technological solutions and

have fun. Or take advantage of its best features and spend your time comfortably while working or studying.

It's your choice, we only gave you the tool.

Meet
MODECOM 
Volcano 
Hammer 2



VERSATILITY 
The full-size keyboard is highly versatile. If you often work with numbers or type, a keypad with a numeric section will 

be an excellent choice. 

LONGEVITY Outemu Blue or Outemu Brown switches, indelible keys and high-quality materials - the keyboard will last for years. 

DESIGN
RGB LED backlight 16.7 million colors allows you to define the appropriate color under your own preferences. Subtle

backlight, or maybe a full range of colors? It is only your choice. 

REPLACEABLE

SWITCHES
All switches are freely replaceable. Thanks to this, you can adjust the keyboard to your own needs. 
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10 REASONS WHY YOU SHOULD HAVE IT

METAL TOP 

HOUSING
05. The metal top of the keyboard means greater stability of operation - the structure is stiffer.



10 REASONS WHY YOU SHOULD HAVE IT

MASSIVE AND 

BEAUTIFUL 
10. There's no accounting for taste, however MODECOM Volcano Hammer 2 has its charm. In addition, it is a massive

keyboard, which will be appreciated by many gamers.

WORK OR PLAY The keyboard is universal, but has a gaming character. It will work as a tool for playing, learning and working.

SOFTWARE
The software can be downloaded from the manufacturer's website - www.modecom.com

Thanks to it, you can adjust the keyboard to your own needs.

CERTAINTY
Thanks to the rubberized, non-slip feet, the keyboard lies firmly on the desk - it does not move even during intense

gaming.

LOTS OF FUNCTIONS
Windows key lock and full Anti-Ghosting are useful functions for gaming. First of all, you will not accidentally go to

the desktop and you will not lock the keys while playing.

06.
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REPLACEABLE OUTEMU BOX 

SWITCHES 

Each switch can be removed and replaced with another. 

Thanks to this, you can freely configure the keyboard and 

adapt it to your own needs. Do you want the most frequently 

used gaming switches to have a blue switch and the rest to a 

brown switch? Yes - it is possible and you can do it yourself in 

a simple steps. 

You don't need any special tools for this, and changing the 

switches is child's play. 



Outemu Box switches (Blue or Brown) with a lifetime of 50

million clicks allow you to reliably enjoy virtual entertainment.

Due to their design, they ensure the longevity of the gaming

keyboard. Additionally, the possibility of independent

replacement of each switch separately increases its service

life.

The use of high-quality materials and components, good

fitting of every detail is not only a pleasure to use, but also the

certainty that MODECOM Volcano Hammer 2 will be a

keyboard for years.

Gaming and 
long-lasting
character



The keyboard is available in two versions: with Outemu Blue Box or

Outemu Brown Box switches.

Outemu Blue will be appreciated primarily by gamers - they most

often choose the clear and pleasant click of the blue switch.

The brown switch, on the other hand, will be perfect in a room

where users need silence. This type of switch will be great not only

for gaming, but also for hours of typing.

CHOOSE WISELY, 
CHOOSE AS YOU 
LIKE 



Windows key lock prevents accidental pressing of the Windows key. Thanks to 

it, you will never see a situation where you will suddenly see your… desktop 

during the most exciting gamingu situation. Remember that you decide when 

to end the game.

Thanks to the software you can record macros and program the keyboard 

backlight in any configuration. With these features, you can say the keyboard 

is REALLY YOURS.

Most keyboards available on the market can detect just a few keys at a time. 

On keyboards with this restriction, gamers will not be able to use more key 

combinations that are required in many games. As a consequence, it limits the 

quality of entertainment and affects the results achieved in games. The 

keyboard is equipped with an advanced full anti-ghosting function, which gives 

the user unlimited freedom - with no limit to the number of simultaneously 

pressed keys. Thanks to it the keyboard is professional tournament 

equipment.

WINDOWS KEY LOCK

SOFTWARE

FULL ANTI-GHOSTING

The keyboard is equipped with fully adjustable LED backlight in full RGB 

palette. You can create your own profiles in which only selected keys will be 

illuminated (adjusted to a specific game or to your own preferences).

We have placed four non-slip feets, thanks to which the keyboard will be stable 

even during the most exciting games.

The keyboard uses high-quality double-injection keycaps. An overlay 

made with this method consists of two separate elements: external 

(translucent) and internal with an overprint. Thanks to this method, the 

print will not wear off even as a result of intensive use.

RGB LED

RUBBER, NON-SLIP FEET

DUAL INJECTION
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FULL-SIZE

REPLACEABLE OUTEMU 

BOX SWITCHES

LED RGB

METAL TOP 

HOUSING



Switches

Anti-ghosting

Podświetlenie

OUTEMU BLUE/BROWN - replaceable

Yes, full

RGB LED, 16,7 million colors

HAMMER 2



Model VOLCANO HAMMER 2

Keyboard type Mechanical

Layout US 

Number of keys 104 (in some versions it has 105 keys)

Multimedia hotkeys 12

Windows lock key Yes

Anti-ghosting Yes, full

Backlight RGB LED, adjustable

Dimensions 445 x 145 x 42 mm

OS Windows XP, 2000, Vista, Win 7, Win 8, Win 10

Length of cable 180 cm



04 Number of pieces in the collective package: 10

02 Product code (Brown): K-MC-HAMMER2-U-BROWN-RGB

Producr code (Blue): K-MC-HAMMER2-U-BLUE-RGB

03 Dimensions of the collective package: 53 x 42 x 28 cm

01
EAN (Brown): 5901885245522

EAN (Blue): 5901885245690

LOGISTICS


